The problem of a thin aeolotropie plate containing a circular hole, and bent or twisted by the action of couples at infinity, is solved in a general manner, and the solution is used to find the concentration of stress couple around the edge of a circular hole in a spruce plate in a number of fundamental cases. The work is then extended to apply to elliptical holes in aeolotropic plates, and a theoretical solution is obtained for the problem of a plate bent into the form of a cylinder whose generators are parallel to the major axis of the hole. Numerical results are given for the distribution of stress couple along the edge of an elliptical hole in a spruce plate bent in this manner.
by torsional couples about similar axes. In the case of the elliptical hole one example only is given. The principal axes of the ellipse are taken to be parallel to the directions of symmetry of the material, and couples are applied in order to bend the plate into the form of a cylinder about the major axis of the ellipse.
Some numerical work is carried out for a specimen of spruce wood which is highly aeolotropic, and it is found th at the tangential stress couple along the boundary is considerably modified by the aeolotropy of the material, although the maximum value of the stress-concentration factor is in no case as great as the corresponding maximum in the plane tension problem.
T h e g e n e r a l d is p l a c e m e n t e q u a t io n 2.
If axes of x and y are taken in the middle surface of the plate, and the stress couples 6rj, etc., defined in the usual way, it is known th at where 2 hi s the thickness of the plate, and the c's are the elastic constants defined in the usual way.
Using equations (2-l)-(2-3) and the equations of equilibrium, the general equation for the transverse displacement is obtained in the form and p is the normal load per unit area on the xy plane. This equation for the displacement has already been given by Huber (1938) .
S o l u t io n o f t h e g e n e r a l e q u a t io n
3. When the normal load is everywhere zero it is possible to obtain physically admissible solutions of equation (2) (3) (4) provided that the roots of cn P* + 4c16/?3 + 2(c12 + 2c66) p2 + 4c26p + c22 = b are all complex. Equation (2-4) may then be written in the form \dx2 ^ 10a; dy + 1/i5^2 dy' ) ( * ) \dx + 1 d2\ 2dxdy^^2dy2) W = °' with similar expressions for A2, y2, and/[z + (Ax + 1) z], <jr[z + (A2 + iy2) z] are regular functions inside the plate of the order of logarithmic terms at the most. I t is sometimes convenient to express the relations of (3-7) in the forms
Equations (2-1), etc., now lead directly to the following relations in which dashes denote differentiations with respect to the argument of the function: ~ (1 -A 2 -V*2)2] 9"lz + (A2 + iy 2) (3-11)
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(3*13)
When the normal load is everywhere zero, one of the equations of equilibrium referred to in § 2 is dK 02Vo " dx + dy ~ °' (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and therefore there exists a function if such th at difjdy and N2 = One of the boundary conditions is now easily seen to reduce, as in the isotropic case, to H + if = constant. From equations (3-12) and (3-13) it is found that
and the stress couples and resultants in any direction may be obtained from these fundamental equations by using the well-known formulae.
4.
The relations of § 3 are valid whatever the nature of the aeolotropy of the plate, but the subsequent analysis is simplified by taking both c16 and c26 to be zero, which means that the material has two perpendicular directions of symmetry parallel to the axes of co-ordinates. From equation (3-4) it is seen that this restriction leads to two possible forms of equation (3- 
<?4 r -= -{m , (ea -!) (1 + A^j r t s + A2z)
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As in the isotropic case the torsional couple may be regarded as statically equi valent to a distribution of shearing force and the boundary conditions are
In order to satisfy these conditions it is convenient to introduce two functions of the complex variable z, V ( z ) and W( z),su the imaginary part of W(z) = the variable part of on the boundar general, the presence of an imaginary constant in is to be avoided as it will lead to many-valued displacements, but in certain cases it is necessary to insert an imaginary constant in order to make single-valued the displacements th at arise from the remainder of the two functions. Both functions are required to be finite at infinity and, in addition, V(z) + W(z) must tend to zero at infinity, and must contain no terms of 0(l/z). If V(z) + W(z) contains a term equations (5-20)-(5*22) below that/"(w) and g"(v) contain terms of 0(1 fu) and 0(1 jv) respectively, and these .would lead to inadmissible terms A^lo g Axz)and (z+ A2z)log (z+ A2z) in the additional displacement. From equations (5-5) and (5-7) it is readily seen that V(z) and W(z) may be expressed in the forms 2aW(z) = ( -l^z + C^z -A^/^z + A^) + ( -Bxz + C^) (z -A2 i 2) « + A2 2-*), (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) ■la*W(z) = ( J B2z + C2l 2) ( z -A 1i 2) r ( z + A1^)
r ( z ) } = -4 -A , g 4 + A , g -4 -A . g \g"{z+x2ĉ j, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) z{V
where Bv etc., are constants depending only on the nature of the m aterial and defined by
In order to find the stress couples at any point in the plate, two new variables u and v are defined by the substitutions
and using equations (5-14) and (5*15) it is found, after a certain amount of reduction, th at (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) and is completely real whichever of the cases outlined in § 4 is applicable. The tangential stress couple on the edge of the hole may be obtained from the formula 6. Any particular problem may be solved theoretically if it is possible to choose V(z) and W(z) so th a t they take prescribed values on the edge of the hole, and also satisfy the necessary conditions at infinity. The values of f"(u) and g"(v) are then determined from equations (5-21) and (5-22), and the complete stress distribution is given by equations (5-l)-(5-10) inclusive, when u and v have the values
(6-1)
In the particular problem of a perforated plate bent by couples at infinity, V(z) and W(z) must be chosen in order to cancel on the boundary the stress couples transm itted from infinity, and it is to problems of this type that the remainder of the paper is devoted.
7. Some numerical work is carried out to evaluate the factor of stress concentra tion round the edge of a hole in a wooden plank made of the highly aeolotropic material, spruce, using for the elastic constants values obtained by various authors and quoted in a number of recent papers (see Green 1942). These constants are reproduced in table 1, where the grain is taken to be parallel to the y-axis.
T a b l e 1. V a l u e s o f t h e e l a s t ic c o n s t a n t s f o r a s p e c im e n o f s p r u c e
The transverse flexure of perforated aeolotropic plates These values have been calculated from the values of su , etc., previously used.
P u r e b e n d i n g a b o u t t h e * x -a x i s
8.
In the absence of the hole the stress couples required to bend the plate into the form of a cylinder whose generators are parallel to the x-axis are
corresponding to an initial deflexion of
and it is easily verified that the stress couples in polar co-ordinates are
| cos 2/9, (8-3)
S. H o lg a te V ( z ) and W(z) must therefore be chosen so that, on the edge of the circular hole,
and it is readily seen th at all the conditions are satisfied by writing
(1 -4A ^/ v 2)*} 1 A2{i + (1 -4A2a 2/v2)*} From equations (5*21) and (5*22) it is found after a little reduction th a t with the added restriction th at -\n < arg Fj < \n, < a r g^ I t is found th a t logarithmic terms with imaginary coefficients arise in both f(z + Xxz) and g(z + X2z) when Ax, A2 are complex conjugated, and these te appear to lead to many-valued displacements. The total displacement, however, is f(z + \ xz) + g(z+ A2z), and it may be verified th a t the coefficient of the logarithmic term in the sum of the two functions is always real, and so the displacement is single-valued. The presence of such a logarithmic term in the additional displace ment admits of a justification similar to th at for an isotropic material.
The tangential stress couple round the edge of the circular hole is of particular interest and takes a form which lends itself readily to calculation when the coeffi cients have been evaluated. The formulae for henceforward are all reproduced in terms of A, ju , and e, as, for a number of materials, including spruce, the quantities Aj, A2 are complex conjugates 
Equation (8*21) reduces to the well-known formula for an isotropic material when A, /i tend to zero.
The numerical values of the expression are considered at the end of § 9.
P u r e b e n d in g a b o u t t h e y -A x is
9. The displacement of the unperforated plate bent into the form of a cylinder whose generators are parallel to the y-axis is w = -Gx2/2D, (9-1) and this displacement is maintained by the distribution of stress couple
The analysis is parallel with th at of § 8 and the tangential stress couple round the circular boundary is given by The deformation due to any distribution of bending couple may be obtained by combining the results of the previous two sections, and the problem of a plate bent by couples G acting everywhere radially is a particular case. Before the hole is cut the displacement is given by the equation (10-4) 
. Co n c e n t r a t io n o f s t r e s s c o u p l e r o u n d a c ir c u l a r h o l e BENT INTO THE FORM OF A CYLINDER ABOUT THE LINE 6=0 6°S
+ de?, (1 -2A + d)2 \cn/ (1 -2A + c^) \cii/ (10-5) -e 16A4 + 8A2( 1 -U + d2) + ( 1 -d )3 (3 -d) (1 -2A + d)2
T a b l e 3. Co n c e n t r a t io n o f s t r e s s -c o u p l e r o u n d t h e e d g e o f a c ir c u l a r h o l e IN A SPRUCE PLATE BENT BY ALL-ROUND COUPLES. GRAIN PERPENDICULAR

T h e t w i s t e d p l a t e
11. It will be assumed th at the displacement of the plate in the absence of the hole is w = H cxxx y \ 2 Z>c66, (11-1) and it is easily verified th at this displacement is maintained by torsional couples H acting at infinity in planes perpendicular to the directions of symmetry of the material, and so Hx = -
H2 = H ,G x =
It is easily seen th a t the functions V(z) and W{z) must be chosen in order to produce on the boundary Gr = Hsm20, Hr + ^ = and as they must also be finite at infinity, they will clearly involve terms in 2. This means that terms of order (z + A^) -2 will occur in f"(z -f-Xxz) and hence th at the additional displacement will contain terms in ilo g^ + Aj^) and ?'log (z + X.yz) both of which are many-valued, and so are only physically admissible if their coefficients are equal and opposite. The simplest way of ensuring that the two coefficients are equal and opposite is to add an imaginary constant to V(z) and W(z), which means adding a real constant to the value of Iir + ^ on the boundary. The value of + on the boundary, however, is in general indeterminate to the extent of a real constant and so the modification of V(z) and W(z) in this manner is quite admissible. All the necessary conditions are found to be satisfied by defining a real constant M such th a t ( + A2) (1 -Ax A2) = (1 -Aj)2 (1 -A2)2 c12/ cn + 3 -Af -A| -Af Af, and writing V(z) and W(z) in the forms
Using equations (5-21) and (5-22) it is found, after some reduction, th a t r ( * + A xz) = -U f1 -1 )/2A1(A1 -A2) (11-10)
where Li s a real constant given by the equation
The extra stress couples may now be obtained directly from equations (5-l)-(5-10), but the main interest again lies in the tangential stress couple on the boundary and it takes the simple form
which reduces to the well-known form for an isotropic material when A and ju tend to zero.
The numerical values of this expression are shown in table 4, the corresponding results for an isotropic material being included for comparison.
T h e p r o b l e m o f t h e e l l ip t ic a l h o l e
12.
When the hole is elliptical, it is convenient to express the stress couples and shearing forces in terms of new co-ordinates £ and by means of the transformation z = F(£) = F{£, + iy) = ccos(£+ia),
where a0 and b1 are complex constants and 0 is the angle between the tangent to the curve 7 j = constant and the a:-axis. The transformation represents a series of ellipses, the boundary being given by the special case 7 ) -0, when the semi-axes of the hole are c cosh a, csinha. £ is therefore real and equal to £ on the boundary, a bar over any function denoting the complex conjugate of the function. The stress couples in the new co-ordinates are obtained from the formulae
T a b l e 4. V a l u e s o f Ge/H o n t h e e d g e of t h e c ir c u l a r h o l e
Gx, G2, Hx and \Jr are given by equations (5-l)-(5-4) when ^ = z = and a certain amount of reduction leads to the forms where the constants _B1; etc., are defined in equations (5-16)-(5-19).
The boundary conditions are, as in the isotropic case, Gy -0, Hy + \Jf = constant, and in order to satisfy them functions F (£) and JF(£) are defined so th at the real part of F(£) = -Gy/D and the imaginary part of DW(Q = Jthe variable part of + on the boundary. From equations (12*7) and (12*9) it is seen th at they may be written
The analysis is restricted by the fact that, although F'(£) has no zeros, F'(Q has zeros but no poles within the plate. F(£) and IF(£) will therefore have poles at these zeros but F(£) + W(Q must be free from poles as may be seen from equation (12*13). Very complicated analysis would be involved if an attem pt were made to find the distribution of stress couple at any point of the plate, and the results would be of little practical value when obtained. Attention is therefore confined to the ta n gential stress couple on the boundary for which it is only necessary to evaluate n n i ) + A ,J(0} and g-{F(Q + X2F(0}.
From equations (12*13) and (12*14) these two functions are obtained in the following forms*. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] where K has the value given in equation (5* P u r e b e n d in g a b o u t t h e m a jo r a x is 
4(A, -A2)
K{F%) + A rF'(Q}r{F(Q + A,.F(f)} = i y F ( o + t n o j -n o -c y n a -f K P m (12-15) 4(A, -A2) K[F%) + A ,F'(Q] g"{F(i) + A tF(0}
13.
The conditions in the absence of the hole are exactly as given in § 8, the required displacement and stress distribution being w = -Gy2l2DJcv (13-1) Using equations (12-6), (12-15) and (12-16) and adding in the portion transm itted from infinity it is found after some very heavy reduction th a t the stress couple on the periphery of the hole is given by equation (13-10), The coefficients may be evaluated separately, but the above formulae enable any one of them to be calculated when the preceding ones are known, and are therefore in the most convenient form for both reference and calculation. The expression reduces to the known result for an isotropic material when A and /* tend to zero, and also to the expression already obtained for the circular hole when a tends to infinity.
14.
Calculations have been carried out to find the numerical values of the stress concentration in a specimen of spruce containing an elliptical hole whose axes are in the ratio 2 :3. The results are tabulated in table 5, and plotted in figure 4 , the isotropic results being included for comparison.
Comparison with table 2 shows that there is a close resemblance between the stress concentrations in the two cases of the ellipse and the circle, the* difference being greatest at the ends of the major axis of the ellipse. The concentration at these two points increases without limit when the ellipse is very slender, but at other points of the boundary the factor of concentration tends to the finite constant value (1 4 1 ) as the minor axis tends to zero. Equation (14*1) reduces to the expression (1 +<x)2/(3 -h cr) in the isotropic case.
An interesting feature of the numerical results for both the circle and the ellipse is that the factor of concentration depends more on the direction of the grain than on the direction of bending. For example, in the circular case when the plate is bent about the line 6 = 0, the concentration is a minimum for an isotropic material at the point 6 = \n. For an aeolotropic material, however, this becomes a maximum value when the grain is parallel to 6 = 0, and is in fact greater th obtained when the grain is perpendicular to 0, a result which would not be anticipated from a cursory examination of the conditions. It must be borne in mind, however, that the displacement is only maintained if there is an additional couple ci2 GIcn kA about the y -a xis, and the magnitude of this couple depends of the material. In the case of spruce it is 0*566? when the grain is parallel to 6 -0 and 0*0216? when the grain is parallel to 6 -and this large variation in the magnitude of the complementary couple necessary to ensure th at the plate is bent into the form of a cylinder will produce a correspondingly large variation in the value of the stress-concentration factor. In general, the factor of concentration for a bent plate is lower than the corresponding value for a similar plate under tension, with the exception th at the factor never be.comes negative in the case of pure bending, whereas a portion of the boundary in a stretched plate is always under compression.
